Yesterday everyone in room one went to
Carterton to a show. It was called the
songs’ of the sea. We went in pairs. My
pair was Alethea. When we got there we
stood in line. Then we went inside. After
we went inside we sat in our seats. The
place went dark. At First I thought there
was a power cut. But it wasn’t. The show
was starting. When it started there were
three people. I forgot their names. Then
the three people went behind the drums
and moved the drums. After that they
showed us what was inside the drums.
Inside the drums were starfish. The
starfish were gold. My favourite part was
when the place was dark.

Bianca

Finally it was Tuesday, the day of the songs of the sea. Some of room two
gathered in room one. We were so happy! I wondered why room two was in
room one. Next after morning tea Mrs Allan put us into partners. My partner
was Layla. Then we went on the bus. When we arrived at Carterton I was so
excited! When we went in the showroom there was np room for Layla, Mrs
Allan and me. Mrs Allan and the other lady sorted it out for us. Suddenly… it
got darker and darker until it was all dark. I thought it would suddenly go dark.
I heard three girls talking. One of them sounded like a male. We saw them
jump into the row of drums and rolled on the drums each well… Only two of
them rolled on each. I saw their fingers rolling the drums. Next (I think it was
Izzy) found some golden starfish. One of the other girls told her to pat the
starfish and she said “hay, three worms tried to suck my finger!” I giggled. (I
don’t know what happened next, I just guessing). The moon came out and
looked at its reflection. The moon said, “Oh how beautiful I am.” Then the
wind blew and blew and messed up the reflection so… the moon cried and … a
moon fish appeared as the sun rose. The sun saw the moonfish crying.
Alex

Room 1 and some of room two came into room one. We had
morning tea and then got our vests on. We got on the bus. We went
inside. The place went black. I liked the Jellyfish. They looked cool.
Erin.

I went to the Songs of the sea. We saw jellyfish. We saw
a moonfish with sparkles all over it. Lily

After morning tea we jumped on the bus. We
went to the songs of the sea. We sat on the
seats waiting. The drums were moving. The
colours were very bright. I looked up and the
lights were shinning. The best part was the
rainbow. The rainbow had a lot of bright
beautiful colours.
Kayla

Yesterday there was a show. Some of the
room two people came in to room one. We
got into pairs. I was with Alex. We got to
the songs of the sea. Then the drums
started to move. The light turned off and
the people were smiling. Then the people
tipped the drum down. There were starfish.
They were sparkly. Layla.

Room one and a bit of room two travelled on the bus to the songs
of the sea. After we were seated the lights went off, what was
happening. Then it went dark. I felt scared. I shook. Then the
drums moved. I noticed that one of the drums was glowing.
Then it changed into a seashell. Then it told a story about the
moon and the sun. It started when moon was looking at his
reflection. He said how beautiful he was but then the wind blew
his reflection away. He cried. His shadow became moonfish.
Then he made a sunfish. I liked the jelly fish.
Beatrix

